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follows: duck, domestic forms of Anas platyrhynchos', goose, domestic forms of
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gallus\ quail, domestic forms of Coturnix.
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Chapter 1

BIRDS

The evolution of birds

The earliest known bird was Archaeopteryx. Five almost complete fossils of
tin's ancient bird have been found in late Jurassic limestone about 150 million
years old. As Fig 1-1 shows, these fossils coincide roughly with the middle of
I he 130 million year period of domination by the archosaurian reptiles, of
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2 BIRDS—THEIR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

which the two orders Ornithischia and Saurischia form the group popularly
known as the dinosaurs. Primitive mammals had probably been in existence
since the end of the Triassic (Fig 1-1), but at that time were restricted to small,
mainly insectivorous, and probably nocturnal and arboreal animals that were
about the size of rats and mice.

The fossil imprints of Archaeopteryx clearly show feathers which were
identical to those of modern flying birds, so there is no doubt whatever that it
belonged to the class Aves. It is also generally believed that Archaeopteryx,
which was about the size of the Common Magpie, was capable of some sort of
flight as well as being arboreal. However, its fossil remains are a mosaic of
reptilian and avian features. Among the reptilian characteristics were teeth, a
long tail, a short sacrum with no more than six vertebrae, a hand (manus) with
free metacarpal bones and claws on all three digits (Fig 1-2B), and a foot with
free metatarsal bones (Fig 1-2C). Its avian features included feathers (primar-
ies and secondaries on the wings, and contour feathers all over the bodyl,
paired clavicles joined to form a typical wish-bone (furcula), and a foot with the
first digit opposed to the other three digits as in many modern perching birds
(Fig 1-2C).
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Fig 1-2 Skeleton of Archaeopteryx. A, skull; B, forearm and manus; C, foot. Note the
reptilian features, which include teeth, free metacarpal bones and claws on a l l three
digits of the manus, and free metatarsal bones of the foot. However, t h e I I I ' M ! d i / , r i t . of the
Coot is opposed to the other three digits as in many modern | i c n - l n n j ; hirds. K r d n i w n

from Hfilinitmi

Although Archaeopteryx was undoubtedly descended from reptiles, the
identity of its immediate ancestors is controversial. It is generally agreed that
I ho progenitor was a slender, bipedal, fast running, predatory reptile, perhaps
about one metre long (Fig 1-3). The three main possibilities for the origin of
t h i s progenitor are shown as lines 1, 2 and 3 in Fig 1-1. It may have been a
primitive member of the thecodonts (line 1), the group which gave rise to the
archosaurs. Alternatively, it may have been a coelurosaur (Fig 1-3), as
indicated by lines 2 and 3 in Fig 1-1. It was certainly a close relative of the
dinosaurs, so close that birds have been described as flying dinosaurs.

1-3 A possible ancestor of Archaeopteryx, the coelurosaur Compsognathus lon-
a which was about the same size as a large domestic cat. Redrawn from Heilmann

(1926).

Unfortunately, the early fossil record of birds is so sketchy that Archaeop-
tcryx cannot be regarded with certainty as the direct ancestor of modern birds.
The next fossil bird was a wader (Gallornis], which appeared from 3 million to
~,r> million years after Archaeopteryx. It has been said that this period is too
nhort for a wader to have evolved from a primitive tree-dwelling bird like
A rchaeopteryx; some modern birds had evolved by the early Cretaceous, and it
in arguable that none of these could have arisen from Archaeopteryx in the
time available. On the other hand, recent thinking about evolution suggests
t h a t it may proceed in leaps, and this is consistent with the view that
Archaeopteryx, at least, lies very close to bird origins.

It is certain, however, that by the end of the Cretaceous various aquatic
birds were well established, although terrestrial birds had still not entered the
iri 'ord. In the early Cenozoic there was a great radiation of both land and
water birds. By the end of the Eocene (about 35 million years ago), 26 of the
• nnlemporary 32 avian orders were established. Finally, during the glacia-
I m i i H of t in- Pleistocene ( the mo.sL recent one m i l l i o n years) many species
i l r i ) | ) | ) ( - ( l o n l and (he eon le inpnn i ry a v i f a u n a became esl.aMished.
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birds have comparatively recent evolutionary relationships to reptiles. There-
fore it is likely that the anatomy of birds will include reptilian characteristics.
Since the Crocodilia also arose from thecodonts in the Triassic period (Fig 1-1)
the evolutionary relationship between birds and crocodiles is relatively close,
and therefore anatomical similarities between modern birds and crocodiles
may be expected. On the other hand, birds have a more remote phylogenetic
relationship to snakes (Lepidosauria) and turtles and tortoises (Chelonia),
which diverged from the stem reptiles in the Permian period (Fig 1-1). The
mammalian line (Therapsida in Fig 1-1) departed even earlier from the
reptilian-avian line, so it is not surprising that contemporary descendants of
the mammalian and avian evolutionary lines show only the most general
anatomical similarities.

Another controversial matter is the evolution of flight. All the vertebrate
classes have experimented with flight, and three of them, reptiles (pterosaurs),
mammals (bats) and birds have mastered it. It seems very likely that feathers
were an adaptation primarily for insulation and only secondarily for flight.
Although all modern reptiles are ectothermic (i.e. they rely on external sources
of heat to provide a body temperature that is adequate for their energetic
requirements), it is probable that some degree of endothermy (the capacity to
maintain an elevated body temperature by internal heat production) was
widespread among the dinosaurs and was therefore also present in the avian
progenitor. Endothermy must have preceded feathers, because the possession of
an insulating covering of feathers by an ectothermic animal would deprive it of
heat gain from solar radiation. Admirably designed as they were for insula-
tion, the first feathers were also ideally preadapted for flight. All that was
necessary to evolve an aerofoil was to enlarge the feathers of the wing and tail
and attach them firmly to the skeleton.

Two main theories have been advanced to explain the evolution of flight, the
cursorial theory and the arboreal theory. The cursorial theory proposes that
the bipedal 'Proavis' ran along the ground extending and beating its feathered
forelirnbs until lift occurred; the beating of the 'wings' may have been an
attempt to catch insects. The arboreal theory supposes the existence of a small
bipedal feathered 'Proavis' with forelimbs that were adapted to predaceous
grasping. In the search for food and perhaps to escape from larger dinosaurs,
'Proavis' may have jumped onto low branches or climbed the trunks of trees.
Leaping between branches and parachuting to the ground followed, then
gliding and finally flapping flight.

Flapping flight imposes many constraints on the anatomy of birds. Firstly, it
severely restricts body size. Wing loading (p. 18) tends to increase as body
weight increases. Larger birds therefore require relatively greater power in
order to perform flapping flight. If bird A weighs twice as much as bird B it will
require not twice as much power to fly at its minimum speed, but 2.25 times as
much. Therefore, as birds get heavier, their reserves of power diminish until
eventually a point is reached when the flight muscles are unable to provide
enough power for flapping flight. The maximum body weight compatible with
flapping flight has been estimated at approximately 12 ktf, w h i c h is about the
weight of the Mul.c Swan.
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These restrictions on body weight can be moderated by drawing energy from
external sources. The Pleistocene condor Teratornis incredibilis, which
appears to have been the largest known flying bird, weighed about 20kg. A
K r i an t Cretaceous pterosaur had an estimated wing span of about 15m and
must have weighed well over 20kg. However, these huge flyers were almost
certainly soarers, drawing energy from winds or thermals.

The anatomical requirements of flight include not only these limitations on
lola l body weight, but also a general streamlining of the body, virtually total
rommitment of the forelimb to flight, a specialized pectoral girdle and wing
hones, modification of the thoracic musculature for flight, and accentuation of
I he special sense organs, especially vision and balance, with corresponding
enlargement and modification of the brain. Finally, the energetics of flight
impose special demands on the respiratory and circulatory systems which are
discussed immediately below.

So restrictive are the anatomical requirements of flight that the entire class
nl ' Aves (including also the flightless birds, all of which arose from flying
ancestors), shows a greater uniformity of structure than many single orders of
fishes, amphibians, reptiles and mammals. Paradoxically, however, the capac-
ity for flight has led to an extraordinary diversity of anatomical detail. The
a b i l i t y to fly has enabled birds to penetrate a very wide variety of habitats. The
result has been an extensive adaptive radiation, especially for locomotion and
I'eeding. These detailed adaptations have resulted in 8948 living species of
bird. Modern reptiles have about one-third less species, and mammals only
about 4200 species. It is interesting to note, however, that among the
mammals the only order capable of powered flight (Chiroptera, bats) has also
experienced a very wide adaptive radiation leading to about 1000 species,
wh ich is a greater number than any other mammalian order except Rodentia.

The energetics of birds

I f has been calculated that the average daily energetic cost of avoiding
predators, procuring food and reproducing, is about 50 to 75 per cent higher in
a ,'iHOg bird than in a 380g rodent. This extra cost in the bird is linked to the
. i l i i l i l y to fly, since flight is a highly energetic form of exercise. Thus a
Hudgerigar or raven flying at sea level in a wind tunnel uses one-and-a-half to
I hree limes as much oxygen as a mammal of similar size running in a wheel.
I l u r i n g f l i gh t the birds increase their oxygen consumption by about 13 times
above Iheir standard metabolic rate. In turbulent air or when the bird is
M M c e n d i n g , its oxygen consumption increases by 20 to 30 times for short
periods. I luman energetic performance gives a baseline for comparison; a good
h u m a n athlete can achieve an increase of 15 to 20 times during maximum
rseirj.se, but only for a few minutes. Bats can increase their oxygen consump-
l i n n d u r i n g sustained f l igh t by at least 20 times, and in general the energetics
»l ha! M i j ; h 1 . appear to lie comparable to those of birds, at least at sea level.

Home birds achieve remarkab le energetic feats. Swallows migrating be-
l wren Kurope and Afr ica rmi.sl. lly Inr ahuu l M) hours over I.he Sahara w i l h o u l
i r - . l m j ; The A m e r i c a n ( I n l t l e n Plover M i e ; i over '.iOUO miles mm slop l i r l w e e j i
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A l a s k a and Hawaii. The Arctic Tern migrates from pole to pole, the round trip
totalling some 20000 miles. Although most birds such as the common
passerine species fly at a leisurely 15 to 35mph, swifts appear to reach 60 to
90mph. The energetic performance of some non-flying species is also impress-
ive. For example, the penguin 'flies' under water at about 20mph and the
Ostrich can reach SOmph on the ground when pressed. However, the most
notable feats of all are those performed by birds at high altitude. The
migrating Bar-headed Goose rises from near sea level to traverse Himalayan
peaks that are over 9000m high, which in human energetic terms is rather
like riding a bicycle over the summit of Mount Everest. Aircraft have collided
with birds at truly prodigious altitudes. For instance, a vulture was reportedly
struck at over 11 000m. Migratory flights usually occur below 1500m, but
altitudes of 6000m have been frequently observed.

It is at high altitudes that the energetic superiority of birds over mammals
becomes really obvious. Far from being able to do heavy work (which is what
flying is), an unacclimatized man is in a state of incipient hypoxic collapse
after 10 minutes at 6100m, In a hypobaric chamber (from which the air can be
progressively pumped out, thus simulating ascent), mice become comatose at
an 'altitude' of 6100m, whereas ordinary House Sparrows can fly and even
gain altitude; at 7600m the sparrows can still fly but gaining altitude is now
beyond them.

The remarkable energetic capacity of birds is based on a number of
specialized adaptations of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems which
will be summarized in Chapters 7 and 13. The respiratory adaptations combine
to make the avian lung the most efficient gas-exchange system amongst all the
vertebrates. This refinement of the mechanisms for the uptake of oxygen is
matched by a cardiovascular system which excels in oxygen transport.

Classification of birds

The 8948 living species of birds are assigned to 27 orders. The number of
species within an order varies greatly. By far the largest order is the
Passeriformes which contains 5243 species (i.e. more than all the species in the
remaining orders put together). The smallest orders are the Apterygiformes
(three species), the Rheiformes (two species) and the Struthioniformes (one
species).

The scientific name of an individual animal is a 'binomen', the first word
being the name of the genus and the second the species (e.g. Passer domesticus,
House Sparrow), The addition of a third term, as in Meleagris galiopavo
gallopavo, denotes a subspecies; this constitutes the so-called trinomial sys-
tem, 'subspecies' being an official term of the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature. Trinomial terms have often been used for the domestic species,
notably the domestic fowl and turkey as above. However, the sub-
species concept has been attacked by modern taxonomists, and it could be
better to name each domestic species by its binomen followed by 'va r i an t (or
var.) domeaticus'. It is certainly not correct to refer to M i r < l < ; ; i j r Cowl as

domSBticilS since domesticUB i s n u t the n a m e o l ' l l i r ' i p r r i r ' ,
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According to custom, the following list of orders begins with those which are
nelieved to be the most primitive and proceeds towards the most advanced, but
I he sequence is highly speculative.

Species

Ostrich
rheas
cassowaries, emu
kiwis
tinamous
penguins
loons
grebes
albatrosses, shearwaters, fulmars, petrels
tropic birds, pelicans, boobies, Gannet, cormorants, shags,
anhingas, frigate birds
herons, egrets, bitterns, storks, ibises, spoonbills, flamingos
screamers, ducks, geese, swans
vultures, Osprey, kites, hawks, buzzards, eagles, harriers,
Secretary Bird, falcons, kestrels
scrub hens, curassows, ptarmigans, partridges, quails,
pheasants, domestic fowl, peacocks, grouse, turkeys,
guineafowl, Hoatzin
button-quails, cranes, rails, coots, waterhens, moorhens,
bustards, Limpkin, trumpeters
jacanas, oystercatchers, avocets, stilts, phalaropes, thick-knees,
pratincoles, coursers, plovers, dotterels, lapwings, snipe, cur-
lews, godwits, woodcock, sandpipers, Dunlin, Sanderling, stints,
knots, Ruff, gulls, terns, skuas, jaegers, razorbills, guillemots,
skimmers, auks, auklets, puffins
sandgrouse, pigeons, doves
lories, lorikeets, cockatoos, parrots, Kakapo, Budgerigar, love-
birds, parakeets, macaws
cuckoos, roadrunners, anis
owls
Oilbird, frogmouths, potoos, goatsuckers, nightjars
swifts, hummingbirds
mousebirds
trogons
kingfishers, todies, motmots, bee-eaters, rollers, Hoopoe, horn-
bills
jacamars. puffbirds, barbets, honeyguides, toucans, woodpeck-
ers, piculets
woodcreepers, ovenbirds, antbirds, tapaculos, manakins, cotin-
gas, lyrebirds, scrub-birds, larks, swallows, martins, wagtails,
pipits, bulbuls, shrikes, waxwings, dippers, wrens, thrashers,
mockingbirds, accentors, thrushes, babblers, warblers, flycatch-
ers, tits, titmice, nuthatches, tree-creepers, flowerpeckers, sun-
hirds, white-oycH, honeyeaters, buntings, tanagers, honeycreep-
ers, vireo.s, h l a c k h t n l s , Iroupials , Hrambling, canaries, finches,
l inn i ' l . s , grosbeaks, w a x ! t i l l s , sparrows, weavers, s t a r l i n g s ,
my M U M , drongOl, orioles, butcher hi rdn, Imworhirds , h l rd s of
p a r i u l r • • . LTOWi . M i . i j ' . | u i " , , I I I Y I I , n i v n i M

SI nilhioniformes
Uheiformes
('iiHuariiformes
Apterygiformes
Tmamifbrmes
' Iphenisciformes
( i i i v i l fo rmes
Podicipediformes
Procellariiformes
IVIeraniformes

i Hconiiform.es
Anscriformes
Knlroniformes

I i i i l l i l ' o r m e s

( 1 rm formes

i 'hnradriiformes

i lolumbiformes
I ' - . i l Iaciformes

i ' i i r i i l i f o r m e s
Btrigiformes
i laprimulgiformes
Upodiformes
i ' o l i i formes

I i u|'.ni]iformes
' ' i ininiformes

IMciformes

I '.i .'.rrilbrmes
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In an earlier classification, now no longer formally recognized, birds were
grouped together according to how extensively the keel of the sternum was
developed. One group included the large flightless birds (i.e. the Ostrich, rheas,
Emu, cassowaries and kiwis) and was given the name Ratitae (from Latin
rails, a raft) since its members possessed a sternum without a keel. All other
birds with a keeled sternum were called Carinatae (from Latin carina, a keel).
Although much controversy has surrounded the precise relationship of the
large flightless birds, the available evidence now indicates that the ratites do
in fact have a monophyletic origin and with the tinamous can be placed within
the same group.

A list of the English common names of the birds referred to in the text
together with their Latin scientific names is provided in the Appendix on page
315. The names of the domestic birds in the text refer to the following species:
domestic duck, domestic form of Mallard; domestic goose, domestic form of
Graylag Goose; domestic pigeon, domestic form of Rock Dove; domestic turkey,
domestic form of Turkey; domestic fowl, domestic form of Red Jungle Fowl;
domestic quail, domestic form of the genus Coturnix.
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Chapter 2

EXTERNAL ANATOMY

EXTERNAL FEATURES OF A TYPICAL BIRD

l-'nr descriptive purposes the exterior of a bird can be divided into the following
: > i \ main parts: the head, neck, trunk, tail, wing (thoracic limb) and pelvic
1 1 m l> . In ornithological descriptions these parts are subdivided into regions to
w h i c h numerous names have been given. Some of the resulting terms are
w i d e l y employed but others have fallen into disuse.

Head

The hill, or beak, is known anatomically as the rostrum. It includes the bones
n l 1 1 he upper and lower jaws and their horny sheaths. The upper component of
I I n - b i l l is known as the maxillary rostrum and the lower component as the
niandibular rostrum. The upper and lower horny sheaths can be called the
maxillary rhamphotheca and the mandibular rhamphotheca (Fig 2-1); they are
nlsu sometimes known as the rkinotheca and gnathotheca. The midventral
l i m l i l o of the whole length of the mandibular rhamphotheca is designated as
i l l ' 1 wmys (Fig 2-1). Thus the gonys is formed entirely by horny (not soft)
I 1 .sui-, and bears the same relationship to the mandibular rhamphotheca as
• Iocs (.he keel to a boat. The interramal region (or interramal space) is the zone
"I .'mil tissue which begins at the caudal end of the gonys and extends caudally
hi ' lween the mandibular rami as far as the caudal end of the mandible; the
mure caudal part of it is the gular region, forming the floor of the caudal part of
1 1 n • oropharynx. If the gonys is long (Fig 2-1) as in a puffin or House Sparrow,
i l i e n I he interramal region is correspondingly short. On the other hand, in
l ' i i ' I : , such as pelicans, the gonys is very short and the interramal region then
e s l r n d s ntstrally almost to the tip of the bill. The mid-dorsal profile of the
m a x i l l a r y rhamphotheca is the culmen (Fig 2-1), which corresponds to the
i n l ^ e of (,hc roof of a house (Latin culmen, a summit). The maxillary
i l i n r n p h n l l u - c a haw a cu t t ing edge, or tomium, on the left and right side (the
i M . t M l l a r y l o m i a ) , wh ich matches (he opposing manr l i bu l a r tomium on each
" i i l i - i l ' ' ig 2 I i , T in 1 cnl ire open ing of I h i - m n u l l i is ca l l ed I l ie oral o/w/mitf I Fig
' I i nr ; ; < / / » ( ' , The t e r m rrrtuti i,s used in several ( l i l l e r e i i l ways. AN i n d i c a t e d in

l i | ' . ' ! I 1 1 i i - l r i , 1 1 1 | l ie n i l l i l i l l p u r l ol' I l i r i n , i I i ) | n > n i n | p , , l i i ' j ' j I I M I M ) ' ; i l I hr ram I n I


